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County
Farmers Caldwell
Farm Beauty Queen Martha Lester,
W. Brown Win
e Soon
District
At Hopkinsville
ureau To
teferendum
is Spring Or
mmer

Desk Which Weathered Storms Of
War And Burning Of Old Courthouse
Finds New Home In Lobby Of Bank

Butler High Will
Have Two In State
Forensic Tourney At
Lexington

Martha Jane Lester, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lester, won
first place in the American Legion oratorical contest in the
district forensic tournament at
Hopkinsville, Friday, March 21,
and William Brown, son of Mrs.
A. E. Brown, speaking in the extemporaneous division, won an
ky General Assemexcellent rating, to give Butler
the 1940 session,
conservation act, Jewell Mitchell, pretty brunette High School two representatives
orizing farmers of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hyland In the State forensic meet to be
orm local soil con- Mitchell, who will vie for the held in Lexington next month.
Other Butler students who parlets to provide for title of most beautiful farm girl
tion to bring into at the Hopkinsville Tobacco Day ticipated in the Hopkinsville
n good, practical fete April 10. She is entered as tourney included Arnold Barnes,
ntrolling soil ero- the choice of Caldwell county in winner of an excellent rating in
the contest against 18 other rep- poetry reading; A. 0. Butler, who
said there are four resentatives of the burley area. won excellent rating in radio
speaking, and Sarah Goodwin
necessary to setand Sue Giannini, rated good in
conservation disinterpretative reading and oratalon of 25 or more
tory.
e State Soil ConBrown's rating of excellent enitee, (2) a pubtitled him to participation in
conducted by the
the State tournament because no
tee, (3) a referensuperior marks were awarded in
d owners in the
his division. Barnes and Butler
let would have an
were second because of superior
• vote on the proawards in their fields.
the district was
Butler's debate team composed
vote, appointment
Evangelistic services at Ogden of Dorothy Thatcher, Martha
of supervisors, two
d three elected, to Memorial Methodist Church are Littlepage, Charles Lisanby and
continuing this week with in- Pasco Johnston, was eliminated
verning board.
in the semi-finals by Hopkinsto Mr. Brown the creasing interest and crowds, esureau proposes to pecially at the night service, that vile Friday after winning from
let movement to fill every available space of the Eddyville in the opening round
eferendum, making church auditorium. Several new of district debating.
The question was, "Resolved;
all the land own- members have been added to the
That the power of the Federal
church
membership.
themselves on the
be inThe revival is being carried on Government
te.
creased."
announced the ap- by the pastor, the Rev. Leroy
Miss Virginia Boston, Butler
the following corn- Baker, assisted by the Rev. H. C.
forsenic director, accompanied
meet Thursday, Sims, who has been occupying
the Princeton representatives to
*30 p.m., CC Camp the pulpit twice daily, three serHopkinsville.
nite plans for the vices being conducted Sunday.
Dorothy Butler will represent
G. McConnell, Rob- The Rev. Mr. Sims related the
Butler in the discussion division
W. K. Crawford, story of his life at a special seri of the K.E.A. sponsored forensic
e, John B. Morse, vice Sunday afternoon. Singing
meet at Murray Saturday and
ay, Mack Rustin, is under the direction of the
Bobbie Dugan will represent
, J. M. Wood, Ver- Wall duo.
The meeting will come to a Eastside. Miss Boston and Miss
, N. I. Teasley, J. T.
close
Sunday night, March 30. Kathryn Whitnell will accom. Cummins, D. P.
pany the entrants to Murray.
aid Roberts, Roy Services are held at 2:30 and
van Winn, Willis 7:30 o'clock each day.
Caldwell county
opportunity to apt a Soil Conserveis Spring or earl)
. Brown, chairman
onservation Farm
ittee, stated this

Young Movie Star
Has Relatives Here

built in 1866, when wreckers
began t e a ri is g the building
down to make way for the
modern, structure, and was
said to have been the circuit
Judge's desk in the older courthouse, burned by General H. B.
Lyon and his Confederates,
during the War Between the
States.
Restored to a semblance of
its'original and stalwart beauty, the rugged old piece appears ready to give another
hundred years of service, if
required. Old timers who have
seen it express the wish it
could speak to them of the
colorful period of its early life
. . . days when Princeton witnessed stirring ami often tempestuous events, bearing importantly upon the history of
that day.

Council Hears
Health Officer's
Plea For Sewer
Situation In Shirt
Factory Area Constitutes Menace,
Dishman Warns

Lack of adequate sewers in the
area adjacent to the plant of the
Cumberland Manufacturing Co.,
Cadiz street and the I. C. Railroad, is a serious threat to the
health of that entire section of
Princeton, Dr. J. H. Dishman,
County health officer, told the
City Council at its meeting Monday night.
The health officer urged that
sewers be installed to take care
of that rapidly growing section
and said the shirt factory operators and residents nearby have
agreed to pay necessary contributory assessments. He urged the
sewers be put in before the menace to health beconies much
worse.
The sewer problem has been
brought up repeatedly at Council meetings, Mayor Lisman said,
and will be solved if and when
the city acquires enough money
Three arrests and confiscation
for the rather expensive project.
Funeral services for George
PHILLIPS RINGEL
Cost would be more than $1,000.
of a one-half ton truck and 17 Everett French, 50, employe of
son
of
Gus
and
Six-year-old
gallons of moonshine liquor were the Illinois Central Railroad Co. Elizabeth O'Hara Ringel, of Bur- In addition to WPA aid, he said,
and it is not yet definite whethreported by State Patrolmen here, who died at the I. C. Hos- bank, Calif., nephew of Mrs.
er WPA would approve the projTwisdale and Rudd last week- pital, Paducah, Thursday, March Tom Cash, L. C. and E. W.
ect. Plans were submitted sevO'Hara, and great-grandson of
end.
20, were held Sunday at Dawson Mrs. Lucian O'Hara, Princeton, eral weeks ago and had not been
George Payne, Lewistown, who
heard from Monday.
was injured in the accident last Springs Christian Church, the has a part in "Masie Was a
Disorderly conduct by loiterers
November that took the life of Rev. Grady Spiegel, assisted by Lady," to be shown at the Capi- and
drunks in an all night cafe
his wife when their unlighted the Rev. D. D. Dugan, officiat- tol Theater April 1 and 2. The
operated by the Brandon Brothwagon was demolished by a truck ing. Burial was in the Ausen- youngster is well remembered ers, on
Harrison street, bringing
on the Dawson Highway, was ar- baugh cemetery, near Dawson here, having visited his mother's
protests by residents of that secfamily
on
several
occasions.
rested and fined grot
,
iinken Springs.
tion.as becoming a public nui,
driving with his
eda stesierdied the-elnivch
sance, Charles Duke, night po'revekettr and Ota
as last rites were held for the
liceman, said at Monday night's
Choate, Lewistown, riding with well-known Princetonian. Music
meeting of the City Council. OfPayne at the time, was fined $20 was furnished by the church
ficer Duke asked aid of the muand costs, sentenced to 30 days choir. with Mrs. Everett Cherry
nicipal body in ridding Princein jail and placed under $300 at the organ.
ton of this nuisance, saying most
peace bond for possession 0111In 1922, Mr. French, who has
of the disturbance occurred late
legal liquor, early Sunday morn- lived here the last 8 years, was
at night.
ing.
married to Miss Ethel Majors.
Mayor Lisman said the police
Boyd Jones, Dawson Springs, To the marriage, four children
would be given every assistance
was arrested for operating a mo- were born, all of whom survive.
by city officials in eliminating
tor vehicle without proper liMr. French professed faith in
the disturbances. The Harrison
4,500
persons
from
More
than
cense, Sunday, and was fined $251 religion at the Easter Sunrise
street establishment opened four
Princeton,
Caldwell
and
surand costs. His arrest grew out Prayer-service, in 1928, at the
months ago in the building forrounding counties and some
of an accident occurring when Dawson Springs church.
He
merly occupied by Hogan's Cafe.
more distant points attended the
the car he was driving crashed moved his membership
here in
Stanley Lester. advisory city
into the rear of an automobile 1933, and served as deacon, elder Princeton Cream and Hatter
engineer, offered suggestions for
C. Vinson, Mark
driven by Mrs. Lyle Wilhelm, on and superintendent of the Sun- Company's formal opening of the repair of blacktop streets here,.
owned and
Uncle Sam Can Sell
d R. K. f3troube.
the Dawson Springs highway.
day School at the First Chris- new Princess Shoppe,
Y. M. McClln was given permisPlenty Of His Bonds
operated by B .T. Daum, here
Pa t r ol m en confiscated the lion Church.
sion to establish a drive-in servyesterday.
truck and 17 gallons of liquor
Besides his widow, he is surice station on Hopkinsville street.,
Washington, March 26 — The
Opening of Princeton's newest
when they were called to inves- vived by his children, George
and a petition for paving a porThos. J. Simmons, manager of tigate an
Treasury said today its recent
accident near Scotts- Everett, Jr., William Thomas, showplace was marked by a gala, tion of Maple avenue was acoffering of $500,000,000 in 2/
hospitable spirit, enlivened by
1
2 the Capitol Theater here, has burg. The driver had fled the Anna
Elizabeth and Janet Marie;
cepted and filed.
1,500 local work- percent, 11 to 13 year bonds has been appointed chairman for scene of the accident, leaving the
flowers, souvenirs
his mother, Mrs. Josephine B. presentation of
Princeton and Caldwell county truck and moonshine,
lied for application been oversubscribed 12 times.
visitors
to
milling
icecream
and
Patrolmen French, Dawson Springs; one
of the Greek War Relief cam- said, and
here last week from
no arrest had been brother, J. E. French, Dawson; who came in a steady stream
paign and plans to start an ac- made Tuesday.
Wednesday. SevKentucky Dam Gus Kortrect Is Patient
two sisters, Mrs. Ora Cook and from 2 to 8 p.m.
tive effort to obtain contribuInning of reservoir In Outwood Hospital
eral of Princeton's fairest were
Mrs.
Sallie
Armstrong, Dawson,
tions here in the near future.
phi 1, Postmaster
assist the regular
Little Girl Is Improving
two nieces, two nephews, and a employed to
urn said Wednesday.
Gus Kortrect, World war vet- Cans will be placed in business After Operation On Ears
workers of Mr. Daum's establishlarge number of other relatives.
to
receive
houses
vountary
donaLittle Juanita Harper, 3-yearIY 800 local men,, eran and well known business
ment in extending greetings and
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
a composed of nine man here, was taken to Outwood tions, and lapel buttons will be a Shirley Jean Quinn, 8-year-old
hospitality.
y counties and sev- Hospital, Dawson Springs, Sun- sold by Boy Scouts and young daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Almost the entire enrollment Jack Harper, Hazel Ave., was adnnessee and south- day, March 23, after being strick- ladies, and a mid-night motion Quinn, underwent an operation
of both Eastside and Butler mitted to the Princeton Hospital
°unties, will be em- en ill at his home earlier in the picture show will be offered for ear infection at the Barber
schools came during the enter- Tuesday for treatment of chest,
caring the huge re- day. He was reported Tuesday April 6, total box office receipts Clinic Monday. She was affected
tainment hours for their share back and shoulder burns reto go to the Greek War Relief with abscess of both inner ears
of the icecream, Mr. Daum said, aeived while playing at her home
to be slightly improved.
With a contingent of 14 se- and nearly an equal number of Tuesday afternoon.
fund, Mr. f3Irnmons said Wednesthe physician said She is imlectees leaving for the Louisville adults dropped in for inspection
day.
The child was alone in the
proving.
induction center Sunday, the fol- of the up-to-date sanitary food house at the time and how the
lowing registrants have been no- store.
accident occurred was not deterCCC Call Due Soon
tified to appear for physical exFor Eight Young Men
Reception committee also in- mined, tho her mother said she
aminations: Raymond Dunning, cluded Ray Bizot, representative suspected the little girl's clothLeader is authorized time of the Republican primer''',
Willie Kerr, James Wimberly and of the Gumpert Fountain and ing became ignited when she
A CCC call, probably for six
the candidacy of J.
white and two colored youths, Leal Kelley and family, former Virgil Booker, white; and Albert Freezer Company, New York, who opened a stove door.
August 2, 1941.
✓ for re-election as
will be made between now and residents of Princeton, are now Newsom, Hollis George and Tom pleased visitors with his lively
She was recovering satisfacI was born and reared in Caldldwell county, subApril 20, Mrs. Katy Mae McBride, located at Durham, N. C., where Groom, colored. Dan Travis antics throughout the day.
torily Wednesday, hospital offilived
in
have
Ii of the Republican well county, and
who is in charge of CCC enlist- Leal, a Leader employe for 12 Gray received notice for service
Mr. Daum said near the end of cials said.
Princeton the last 38 years. Dur- ments here, said Wednesday. The
turday, Aug. 2.
years, is connected with a daily this week, to accompany the the opening when visitors had
is well known in this ing that time I have worked at group will be examined at the newspaper. John O'Malley,
13, Contingent leaving Sunday, pre- simmered down to straggling
ing served for the various places, namely: Eldred local camp, she said, but it is
bands of urchins and a few late
a step-son, has recently won viously announced as 13.
e capacity he again Hardware Co., 2 years; Prince- not yet definite where they will
corners, "I highly appreciate
considerable attention via his art
and reared in this ton Steam Laundry, 17 years) be stationed.
every pleasant visit, the kind
work with wood and linoleum
J. R. Hutchinson was elected
served with various Farmers Dry Cleaning, 3½ years;
cuts, made from his original
words and good wishes that
/
2 years, Special Judge Here
blislunents here be- Stevens Chevrolet Co., 31
made our opening a success and Exhalted Ruler of the local Elks'
drawings. The boy is on the staff
election of
lected to his present and for the last 8 years it has
of "Vocational News," a scholasam greatly pleased that every- Lodge at the annual
Judge Lorenzo K. Wood, State
night, March
Hon. J. E. Warren, Mayfield, tic publication at Durham.
been my great pleasure to serve
one seemed to come and go with officers Thursday
director of government reports satisfaction."
20, succeeding John Loftus, Jr.
service as jailer, the people of Caldwell county as was called here Wednesday,
and former resident of Princeas been recognized Jailer, for which I am very March 26, to serve as special
Others elected were Gus Kortect,
ton, will conduct a special CCC
d efficient official thankful to each and all who Judge for a hearing on dermuresteemed leading knight; Billy
broadcast from Louisville ThursGresham, esteemed loyal knight;
lauded for his cus- helped in any way to make it rers and motions in the civil
of both the old and possible for me to be elected case of Frederick von Olszwski
day afternoon, March 27, from
Ernest Childress, esteemed lecturing knight; William E. Jones,
use. He is regarded Jailer. My greatest desire has versus L. G. Hobby. Circuit Judge
"Gypsy terror" ha.s arisen in 3:45 to 4 o'clock. The subject
James Goforth, NYA supervisor secretary; Robert U. Kevil, treasepublican and lead- been to discharge my duties as H. F. S. Bailey disqualified him- Ballard county following report will be "CCC Selection" and
affairs.
the law provides, efficiently, self for the hearing because of of four robberies by Gypsies in Judge Wood will Interview sev- who has been in charge of build- urer; E. K. Walker, tiler, and
• the voters follows: with courtesy to all. I think that previous association with the as many days there.
eral CCC officials. The broad- ing Butler High School's stadium George Stephens, trustee.
blkan Voters
Sheriff Earl Johnson, of Bal- cast will come from Station wail, has been transferred to the
is the only real way to prove m case.
County:
appreciation for the confidenc
lard county, announced Tuesday WINN, atop the Tyler Hotel, State NYA office, Louisville, Edwin Nichols, serving under
ful consideration, I you invested in me when you
Martha Ann Wadlington, Ow- a reward of $25 would be paid Louisville. Judge Wood is a where he will serve in the divi- the Selective Service at Fort
unce my candidacy elected me Jailer.
ensboro, is spending the week for information leading to ar- brother to Frank Wood, of the sion of operations. Goforth left Knox. spent last week-end here
e of Jailer of CaldI have been custodian of three with her grandmother, Mrs. J. rest of three women and a man Wood and McElfatrick clothing Monday and will be joined by with Mrs. Nichols and his parMrs. Goforth next week.
, subject to the acB. Wadlington.
company.
(Please turn to Page 4)
described by victims.
ents.

Methodist Revival
Will Close Sunday

matching cone shape/
r-into-spring costume
beth Russell, radio a
t drape. Big gold

Salvaged from office furniture destined from discard
when new office equipment
for the courthouse arrived last
month, an ancient desk showing marks of travail through
75 years' useage now occupies
a conspicious place in the lobby
of the Farmers National Bank
here, where it. 15 attracting at
least some of the homeage a
good and faithful servant Is
supposed to be paid.
Spotting the old walnut desk
when workmen were removing
furniture just prior to dedication of the new courthouse,
Shell R. Smith, president of
the bank, developed a sentimental streak all of a sudden,
and bought the relic.
Mr. Smith's story about his
purchase runs like this:
It was in the old courthouse,

*CP

Truck And.Whiskey Big Crowd Attends
Seized By Officers Geo. E. French Rites

Three Arrested After Funeral Services For
Highway Accidents Popular PrincetonNear Here
ian Held At Dawson

Capacity Crowds Attending Night Services At Local Church

ply Here
At Dam

Opening Of Princess
Shoppe Big Success

New Food Store Had
Approximately 4,500
Visitors

Tom Simmons Heads
Greek War Relief
Campaign Here

Baby Girl Severely
Burned Here Tuesday
While Playing Alone

14 Leave For Army
Service Sunday And
7 More Take Tests

r Sigler Announces
eeleclion As Jailer

Leal Kelley, Family
In Durham, N. C.

J. R. Hutchinson Is
Elks' Exhalted Ruler

Judge L. K. Wood
To Broadcast Today

Clarence Jo')
tertainment, for .1(),,
himself.
tic mural in
t while being exalll
by Corp
eles, Calif.,
Associated Press Te

Gypsies Rob Four
In Ballard County

,e•

James Goforth Moves
To Louisville Office

I.

Thursda , March
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LEADER
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY AI. lEHNOON
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher

Iintered as second class matter at Princeton,
Ky., under the Act of Congress of
March 3, 1879.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
dispatches credited to it, or not otherwise credited to this paper and also the local news published
herein.
ADVERTISING RATES:
Card of Thanks, $1.00.
Reading notices, 2c a word; minimum charge, 50c.
Obituaries and Resolutions of Respect, 2c a word.
Foreign advertising rate, 40c; Local advertising
rates furnished on request.

project which sought the State's advancement. This year, through the KPA, they will
go further, and prove to Kentuckians themselves why neglect of the State's chief asset,
her appeal to millions 'round the world,
should no longer to be tolerated as typical
Kentucky indifference.
•
WILLKIE STILL
DOMINATES GOP
So Representative Joe Martin is still

Y.

"Gentlemen, Be Seated"

. ling On
in street
ei oin rem's°
.reairt
whithball
101.10m

/
tAk
E(kj
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y
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TELEPHONE NO. 50

MEMBER

CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION
içANIZL5JA5I4StUJI

Member: National Editorial Association
Member: West Kentucky Press Association

KENTUCKY PRESS WILL
SELL STATE AT HOME
To tell Kentuckians at home what Kentucky should tell the world outside about the
attractions within her borders, members of
the Kentucky Press Association will, between
now and November, publish a series of pictures and news stories dealing with principal
scenic and historical places of interest unlike
anything which has previously been done to
attract visitors.
Final touches recently were given to the
!CPA's program for publicizing Kentucky at
home and soon the newspapers of the State,
and very probably a number of dailies in
cities of border states which have large circulations in Kentucky as well as their own
commonwealths, will be giving prominence to
information about Mammoth Cave, Cumberland Falls, the Bluegrass region, the Lincoln
Shrine, Pioneer Memorial State Park, My Old
Kentucky Home, Audubon State Park, tobacco days, mule days, the Mountain Laurel
Festival, horse shows, strawberry festivals,
county fairs, singing festivals and numerous
other colorful events which take place annually in many towns, parks and cities
throughout the State.
The outdoor season of 1941 is certain to
be the greatest tourist period in all history,
so far as the United States is concerned. Already officials of touring bureaus, the AAA,
the United States Travel Bureau and other
agencies which have correct information are
forecasting that the previous all-time high
of tourist business, $5,000,000,000 in the
year 1939, will be surpassed by at least another billion dollars.
Domestic touring will maintain its boom
proportions, say these authorities, and a material increase will come in travel to and from
Canada and Mexico. The South American
countries also will send their visitors to this
country . . . and there is every reason why
Kentucky, with her notable background of
heroic tradition, her great natural wonders
and unsurpassed scenic beauty, should get
a very greatly increased share of this trade.
The Kentucky Press Association has
taken a step which will go far toward making many citizens of the State conscious, for
the first time, of what Kentucky has been
missing, especially in recent years, by not
doing a more effective job of selling her attractions to the world; for whereas the U. S.
Travel Bureau estimated last year that Kentucky obtained $56,250,000 of the $5,000,000,000 tourists spent in this country in
1939, she should have received $250,000,000.
Newspapers of Kentucky always have
been very generous with their space for every
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himself would much rather devote all his
time to his job as minority leader of the
House but he was forced to accede to the
wishes of the Republican leaders, sorely split

ing
tured
rtartf.oraM
.. ipe
herding cows,
' iike

on everything else but united upon the premise that the patient but persistent gentleman
from Massachusetts was the man for the

of one another.
Mr. Willkie is what bothers the Republicans most. They wish he would get a job
and out of public life. He is reported still to
be receiving 3,000 letters and telegrams a
day and about 350 invitations a week. In all,
Mr. Willkie has received 250,000 letters and
telegrams since the election, whereas Teddy
Roosevelt received only 160,000 the last 12
years of his career, according to historians.
So, it looks as tho Wendell Willkie will
be around in public life for quite a spell, and
while he says he is not going to seek any
office or any nomination, he is very likely to
be prominently in the picture when the time
comes.
A large number of Republicans, in Kentucky, as elsewhere, think that if they sit
tight the present administration ultimately
will defeat itself; that after the war there
will be a wave of reaction that will sweep the
GOP back into office.and power.
But Mr. Willkie doesn't think there will
be such a reaction or that isolation will again
rule American thought; and he is going to
do his best to see that it doesn't.
We think like Mr. Willkie about this;
and also, as suggested here before, that it is
highly probable Willkie is a better Democrat
than Republican anyhow and might be a
more successful candidate carrying the banner he grew up under than the one he wrestled with last summer and fall.
A Southern newspaper says "the legislature is on trial as to its common sense and
legislatfve ability." And probably will be
found not guilty of either.
•
A psychologist declares that association
with pretty young women is an aid to longevity. Perhaps, if one's wife is a poor shot.
Sometimes a man with no other claim
to distinction brags about his tough beard.
•
Spain has banned humorous broadcasts.
A rank imitation of our radio comedians.

ot ofi,:but.besoeil.

•.4.:

chairman of the GOP National Committee.
Willkie wanted it so; likewise Dewey,
Vandenberg, Taft and Landon. Mr. Martin

It was evident at the meeting of the
Republican National Committee that national
defense has pushed partisanship into the
background; but it likewise was apparent
that no means has yet been devised to keep
politicians from looking forward to being
elected, or reelected; and in this country,
who would mant to?
Most political organizations are great
on unity. And, if they can't have unity, they
want harmony. And if they can't have harmony, they insist upon the appearance of
harmony. And that's what they had Monday
when the GOP bosses got together at Washington.
For the sake of two-party government,
upon which this nation has depended for
some time, it is important that the Republicans reorganize, get together and constitute
themselves a strong force to act as a check
upon the majority. That tends to keep mistakes at a minimum, or so the system is supposed to work. But the task is a large order,
and the Republican leaders, in Congress and
out, despite the appearances of harmony
Monday, seem more than a little suspicious
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March 27. 1941

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Princeton grew swiftly, from 5,389 to 8,500 . . . in the movies of
the courthouse shown at the Capitol last week-end. Tom Simmons
said he told the movie men who
made this film that our town was
2 thousand." Anyhow,
1
"about 5/
the flicker boys didn't make anybody mad with their "super" population line.
•
Mr. Frank Shattuck, premier apple grower in these parts, is trying
to raise some grass at his place on
N. Seminary street ... and, apparently, having considerably more
trouble than with his fruit trees
out on the Marion road ... Kindly,
genial Mr. Shattuck told Pennyriler one morning recently he wished he could figure out some way to
induce folks to walk on sidewalks,
instead of on grass plots. And it
would help appearances of Princeton a lot if there was more grass
and fewer bare spots where grass
ought to be, in town.
•
Herbert Sebastian Agar, editor
of the Courier-Journal, was given
an honorary Doctor of Laws degree
by Boston University last week.
The citation accompanying the degree was "inheritor of a great editorial tradition, and meritorious
enhancer of that tradition . . ."
•
Now that we have the lease-lend
bill and the President has called
upon the Nation to give all-out aid
to Britain, it may be admitted Editor Agar early did mach valiant
and effective work toward making
Americans see their best home defense is in giving every possible
assistance to England in her fight
for the Democratic Way.
•
Hon. Charles G. Franklin, outstanding western Kentuckian recently mentioned in an Associated
Press dispatch from Washington
as prominent among those considered by Kentuckians in the national capital as strong possible
candidates for the Democratic
nomination for Governor 2 years
hence, told the Pennyriler he has
advised his home folks over at
Madisonville "I am not going to
run for Governor or anything else."
A former State Senator, Lawyer
Franklin has a wide acquaintance
all over Kentucky and would ably
fill any office within the gift of the
people.
•
Judge J. D. Shain, another of Hopkins county's and Madisonville's
most useful citizens, says he has
retired from being the chief sponsor and heavy lifter of U. S. Highway 62 Association, which he organized some years since primarily to boost for a bridge across
Green river at Rockport. Judge
Shain says the highway has the
bridge and he thinks Marshall

By G. M. P.
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gentlemen will do just that.
•
Senator A. B. Chandler made a
lot of enthusiastic friends out in
California lust week when he endorsed establishing of a branch
LI, S. Naval Academy on the West
Coast ... Happy said the two-ocean
navy will need a lot of young officers, that Annapolis cannot run
them out rapidly enough, and that
a branch in California would be a
great defense move.
Kentucky's junior senator was
in Los Angeles to address a national students' convention of the
campus of the University of Southern California . . . Of Happy, senate leaders now are saying his
lucky star is still working. As a
newcomer, Happy was named to
the Military Affairs committee,
then of minor consequence, now one
of the most important in Washington!
•
From Ballaghadern, County
Mayo, Ireland, there came to
Frankfort last week two little
sprays of shamrock to each of
which was attached a small medallion bearing the likeness of the
good Saint Patrick. One spray went
to Gov. Keen Johnson, and the
Leader editor got the other, wore
it Monday, St. Patrick's Day.
•
Motorcycles are going to be very
unpopular with newspaper folks
hereabouts. Dan B. Wilson, formerly of Madisonville, editor of the
Greenville Leader, is in the hospital there after being run down
in front of his office by a motorcyclist last Thursday. Two boys
were on the motorcycle.
•
Altho a lot of newspaper folk
delude themselves with the idea
they are indispensable to their papers, I know of only one whose departure has left a place the publisher has had a hard time filling
. • . Down at Murray the Ledger &
Times, which Joe Lovett made one
of Kentucky's most outstanding
small town newspapers, has just
acquired its fifth editor in the time
since Joe sold out . . . Welcome is
extended to Editor R. M. Nall, formerly of Evansville, Ind., and erstxhile publisher at Lake Geneva,
Wis.
•
Even tho Princeton property
owners now must pay more to get
concrete on unimproved streets
they live on, cost is little enough
when compared with what the pioneers in concrete street building
paid here, only a few years back
. . . And it looks like most
folk
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of the
by Adelaide Kerr

DOVE gray and

white ladylike color scheme for an
Easter costume. The longer'
Jacket has curved lapels and
a curve 'pleated treatment at
the pockets. The ascot is
trimmed with a gold rose diamondclip set. White pique ascot and cuffs, flowery hat.

GRAPH . . . Baby
, introduced to radio Hseverywhere as Mrs. Wil. Giannini a day after
arriage was announced,
made the air waves sing
ide when she did an FSA
t skit a couple weeks
s. Towery, huddled close
adio as her daughter was
ced, was reported to have
swooned at the sudden
-on her daughter no longed the family identificahearts almost burst to tell, but tennis on
well kept courts. They leg operation
With Pryor Mcthey hung grimly on and did not wouldn't
necessarily have to be Collum gone, city
BRIEF . . . Happy to once reveal
council getthe incident ... But asphalt courts and could
be
built togethers are slightly toombish
that Buddy Walker, out- Dixie's
roommate Ruth said the at a very low cost with city
equip- because he always saw humor in
being tied in bed with a blonde's
condition became so ment and labor furnished by
lo- everything ... It's an ideal time
ated apparatus resemblacute that many nights she cal players. Clubs, of course,
for the poetry contest sponsored
ad inventors brainchild
bored by a brace of jugs banged her head against the would result and many hours of by the Woman's Club because
his foot, is progressing bedpost and groaned miserably, wholesome pleasure would be de- the
cash prizes offered provide
will be Buddy again in "I won't tell . . I won't tell . . . rived from the venture. A few for
Spring-touched young men
six weeks.
I hope!"
private courts are kept In fair to turn what they think about
EDITORIAL . . . With summer condition here, but a feller feels her into a coupla bucks clear
CLE . . . A precedent so near and spring in the air, low to consistently barge in on profit .
. El Cook has been gobout Princeton this year this young man's fancy lightly the neighbors' property and after ing
barefoot to toughen his dogs
way of girls keeping se- turns to thoughts of . . . muni- all, there's nothing like a city for
Uncle Sam's marching chores
s. Bernard Orange and cipal tennis courts for we who owned set for pure interest
and soon to come . . . Passer-by at
ae Harris kept safely love the twang of racquet strings. enjoyment.
corner of Main and Harrison
within their hearts the It's possible and probable for the
turned to a companion and said
f the Giannini marriage city to build two or three courts
LEFTOVER NOTES ... Glad to with beaming face, "They sure
hristmas to March 16. in or near town with the aid of see Buddy Varble navigating aft- have a good Methodist
Church
aid, that two splendid the throng here that likes to play er several months in bed with a building here,
I've been four
straight times and the roof hasn't
caved in yet," which bespeaks
the Rev. Baker's ability to bring
'em in . . . Cute little girls are
those of Mr. and Mrs. John Morgan . . . Welcome to Princeton,
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Mallory moving
here from Kuttawa, and what we
have to offer . . Kongrats to
Bart Griffith and bride ... Foots
Loftus and Charlie Griffith like
to go fishing but hate to dig
worms so badly they haven't
been yet ... Guests saying, heard
at sunnyside of Central Presby,terian Church, spoken by darker
race, "Spring fevah ain't even
whut it usta be, cause heah I is
with the whole day befo me an
cain't rest much . . . I reckon,
ALSO LEARN HOW
cause of all this draft doin's and
U MAY OWN A COMPLETI
me specting my numbah any
minute . . . I might jest as well
go home and help pa put out
the Caters and cabbage."

it by sending in your favorite
II-COOKED MEAT DISH RECIPE!
Don't put up longer with old-fashioned cooking methods or
your old stove. See the beautiful 1941 General Electric Ranges
with the Flavor-Saver Oven, Calrod Units, Thrift
95
Cooker and many other time and labor saving Al
features. Lowest prices ever! rims START AT l04

e

"ROAST-OF-THE-MONTH" CLUB
ALL YOU DO to qualify foe *The General Electric Kitchen so
thew big awards. Just come in, be given away free includes • G-11
will give you * G-E "Roest-olRefrigerator, G-E Range, GI Electh" Club free entry blank Write tric Sink with Dishwasher and Di*
.pe of your favorite oven-cooked posall, and G-13 Kitchen Cabinets.
sh on this blank and mail it to
-of -the Month" Club, General
Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
II receive free • beautiful fullfood picture for framing. You will
free all mailings of dse
of.the.Month" Club. And, each
for ten months, you will have an
s uisity to win • new 1941 General
c Range or the grand award of.
etc General Electric Kitchen,
You
"t to buy a thing. Come in today

: THE NEW GENERAL 4,ELECTRIC RANGES HERE TODAY!

The Old Cell Awaits
San Diego, Calif.
you
ever were in jail here and got
attached to your old cell you can
have It back without bothering
to break a window. To relieve
housing shortages in this center
of defense industry, the old Jail
has been converted into a rooming house.

How To Relieve
Bronchitis
CreomuLsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, Inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
bottle of ureomuLsion with the understanding you must like the way It
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

CREOMULSION
for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis

Gus Kor treat, Agt.
Insurance
Fire & Auto
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
Over Penney's
Princeton, Ky. — Phone 513

to various commissions handling
business, economic and farm
matters.
The Wall Street "speculator"
had become so thoroughly con- Hope He Finished It
Loa Angeles till—sorrowed OR
versant with farm problems that
WASHINGTON—Somehow the when
the New Deal came in, it April 23, 1909—returned on Feb.
capital limelight has a way of argued long and loud to get him 24, 1941. Such is the entry on s
coming back to shine with re- to handle the Agricultural Ad- Los Angeles public library book.
newed brilliance on the white justment Act administration. He Checked out by a man, it was
hair of tall, smiling, sedate Ber- refused and the New Deal had left inconspicuously on the linard M. Baruch.
to be satisfied with taking over brary desk.
Years ago, when the term "spe- the two men who had been most They Were
Wrong
culator" (applied to a Wall Street closely associated with Baruch By A Fur
Piece
operator) was one of consider- in his agricultural and economic
Fort Scott, Kea. (JP)—A convoke
able opprobrium, Baruch gath- researches. They were Gen. Hugh of Fort Scott men, returning
ered it unto himself. I'm just a Johnson and George N. Peek.
home, struck an animal that
speculator, he said, don't call me
When the present world situa- scampered across the road ia
anything else. Yet "Barney" Ba- tion began to roll into a national front of them.
ruch undoubtedly has had the crisis for the United States, one
They turned their car around
confidence, respect, and admira- of the frequent visitors at the and went back, expecting
to be
tion of—and been advised to— White House was Baruch. Presi- confronted by an angry
dog
more presidents than any other dent Roosevelt probably would be owner, who might demand
damman who has ranged "the the first to give him credit for ages.
Street."
his valuable advice in developInstead they found the body
A little more than 20 years ing the defense set-up. Now, he of a large wolf. So
they took
ago, he was head of the war in- Is being pointed to as the prob- the pelt and sold it to a
fur comdustries board of World War I. able Hellion man between the pany for $3.
He was called the "czar of in- White House and the proposed
dustry." He didn't like the title 11-man board which would in- The Wild
and by word, written and spoken, quire into all disputes between And Woolly West
Helena, Mont.(W)—A mounted
has frequently pointed out that labor and management.
police officer was called to round
*
*
in those other war years, it was
*
up a stray cow that wandered
President Wilson, not Bernard
Advanced Rapidly
M. Baruch, who held tbe checkOn his mother's side, Baruch across the Helena landing field.
reins on industry, labor, prices, LS a 17th century American of "This thing caused so muck
wages and hours.
Portuguese - Spanish extraction. excitement perhaps we should
That may be true, but it does His father, Dr. Simon Baruch, stage it regularly for each innot detratt from the fact that emigrated from Germany to coming airliner just to demonIt was Baruch who applied the South Carolina in 1855 and was strate to the passengers that ther
pressure that guided the indus- a surgeon in the Confederacy west still is wild," suggested aa
trial horse—so much so that during the Civil War. Baruch airport attendant, after he witwhen it was all over, Von Hin- took to Wall Street like the pro- nessed the impromptu rodeo.
denburg paid tribute to his ac- verbial duck to a pond. Before
complishments with this remark: he was near his thirties he was Movie Marquee
Ashland, Ky. (1P)—Passers-by
"The war was won in the Amer- a junior member of a stock firm
smiled at the local movie theaican industrial centers. They un- and a recognized authority on
ter's double-bill advertising: "Esderstood war."
railroads and mining.
cape" and "Caught in the Act.'
* * *
When he came to Washington
His Fame Was Established
In 1917, he washed his hands of sion came, he was one of the
If Baruch's services to his Wall Street as thoroughly as any very few who had sensed its apcountry had ended right there, man could. He sold all of his proach. He had put his own llhe would have deserved at least, saleable stocks that had any- nancial house in order and
a footnote in any outline of his- thing to do with materials or in- pleaded with others to do so.
tory. But no sooner had he tak- dustries—some of them at a loss.
Even today, if you catch the
en a breathing spell than he was After the Versailles treaty, in the 70-year-old Baruch between hitt
hammering away in speeches, drafting of which he made more hotel and the White House and
pamphlets and magazine articles enemies than friends, because of ask hlgi what's his business, he
to "take the profits out of war." his opposition to many of its will tell you: 41'm a speculator.
This was years before Congress economic features, Baruch re- A speculator is one who thinks
enacted any legislation to that turned to the Street, but he nev- and plans for a future event—
end.
er has been able to keep long and acts before it occurs. A spePresidents Harding, Coolidge, out of the national picture. Long culator must be right."
and Hoover all used Baruch's before the depression, he was
There are a lot of folks around
great knowledge and called him advocating the rehabilitation of here who will tell you that "Barin as adviser or appointed him agriculture. When the depres- ney" Brauch generally is.

NOW YOU
TELL ONE

A REPORT

to America
The Ford Motor Company's
business has always been to
serve the needs of the American
people. In providing them with
low-cost transportation for the
past 38 years, we have developed one of the country's largest and most useful industrial
units. During a national emergency, we feel that these facilities should be devoted without
reserve to our country's needs.
Toward that end we started
rolling months ago, with these
results:
A 621,000,000 Ford airplane en'gine factory, started only 6 months
ago, is nearly completed. Production
will start with an initial order for
4,236 eighteen cylinder, air-cooled,
double-row, radial engines.

Several months ago work was
started, on our own initiative, on
an entirely new 1500 horsepower airplane engine especially designed for
mass production. This engine is now
in the test stage and plans are being
developed for producing it in large
quantities when and if needed.
A Ford aircraft apprentice school
has been established, to train 2000
students at a time.

6

That is a report of progress
to date.
The experience and facilities
of this company can be used
to do much of the job which
America now needs to get done
in a hurry.

We are building a new 2800,000
1
. Ford magnesium alloy foundry,
one of the few in the country. It is
already producing lightweight airplane engine castings.

Our way of working, which
avoids all possible red tape, enables us to get results and get
them fast. This benefits users
of our products and workers
who produce them.

Army reconnaissance can — mili•
tary vehicles of an entirely new
type — are rolling off special Ford
assembly lines at the rate of more
than 600 a month. We have produced
Army staff cars and bomber service
trucks.

We are ready to make anything we know how to make,
to make it to the limit of our
capacity if need be, to make it
as fast as we can go, and to start

I

The government
4 "go-ahead"
and

bea given the
work is now
under way for the fast construction
of an $11,000,000 Ford plant
to produce bomber airframe
assemblies by mass production methods.

the next job whenever our
country asks us to. And to this
end, we know we have the full
confidence and loyal
support of the workmen
throughout our plants.
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Butler Musicians
Go To Madisonville

Butler Seniors
To Visit State
Colleges Apr.4-11
Graduating Class Will
Go to Bowling Green
And Murray For
Receptions
The graduating class of Butler
Kish School, 68 who will finish
school this year, will go to Bowling Green April 4 for Western
State 'leachers College's annual
aenior day and to Murray for
Murray State's yearly senior reception April 11, John Sims, senior class sponsor, said Wednesday.
At the two colleges, the seniors
will be guests for all-day programs, for purpose of acquainting students with schools where
they plan to further their education.
Butler's class of 1941 includes
Mary Lee Adams, Jimmy Anderson, Arnold Barnes, James Barnes, Billy Boone, Isabelle Boyd,
Milton Brown, William Brown,
Dorothy Burgess, A. G. Butler,
Kathleen Byrd, Roy Cartwright,
Reg Catlett, Margery Clayton,
Dot Coleman, Uneta Coieson,
Hayden Cooper, Coy Crisp, Mavis Darnell, J. C. Davis, John Elam, Rosa Anne Farmer, Sue
Olarmini, Sarah Goodwin, Jane
Gregory, Lowell Hobby, James
Holt, Hugh Lynn Jacobs, Pasco
Johnston, Earl Johnson, Annabel
Jones, Caroline Jones, Dorothy
Jones, Louise Kevil, Sam Koltinaky, Marshall Ladd, Bill Laverty,
Ehtelle Lester, Mildred Linton,
Charles Lisanby, James McCaslin, T. B. McConnell, Phillip Mitchell, Kenneth Morgan, E. R.
Murphey, Bob Knuckles, Evans
Parent, Christine Phillips, James
Piercy, Joe Pickens, Mary Ruth
Poindexter, Garnett Pryor, Frances Rowland, Hazel Russell, Dorothy Satterfield, Jackie Salyers,
Wanda Smith, Aritte Stallins,
Alois Stallins, Charles Tandy,
Hazel Jean Taylor, Fenton Thatcher, Dorothy Thatcher, Jessie
Mae Watson, Otis Wood, Jane
'Worrell and Elizabeth Worrell.

Mrs. Wayland Rhoads, Lexington, Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs president, befriends a wee patient
of the Kentucky Crippled Children Commission now
undergoing treatment at Lexington's Good Samaritan
Hospital, and officially o.k.'s the work of the comtnission and its parent organization, the Kentucky Society
for Crippled Children whose annual membership drive
opens April 2.

Mrs. Hyland Mitchell was
moved from the Barber
•
Tuesday and taken to a pad
hospital for treatment for
bleed pressure. Mrs. mucheii
stricken last Wednesday and
reported improving untilsive attacks of excessive
bleeding necessitated her
A group of Butler High School
taken to Paducah.
dithe
under
• • •
music students,
1
rection of Miss Olive Seaton and
. Rumsey Taylor, of the
ton Lumber Co., is spending
Band Director Kendall Bryant,
week In Chicago taking a
will compete in the regional mucourse Of instruction pr
aids,' Contest at Madisonville
by the Johns-Manville coin
Seaton
Miss
Friday, March 28.
He is expected to return Sun
said six students would take part
.*.
in instrumental solos, six in vocal
Mr. Henry Sevlson at
American Bankers AssociaU
solos and that Butler's music
Louisville last Week.
department will also take part
*
*
*
in cornet quartet, brass ensemMr. Breck Boltnott Is at
ble, girls trio, male trio, mixed
ing a Shrine convention
quartet, clarinet quartet and juMiami, Fla., this week.
*
*
*
nior high cherous contest.
Participants in the instrumental
Billie Nichols, student at
solos will include Arnold Barnes,
ern State College, spent Ole
bass; George Greer, clarinet;
end with his parents, ase,
Donald Granstaff, drums; J. P.
Mrs. Fred Nichols.
* *
Beesley, baritone; N. H. Talley,
French horn, and Roger WhitMr. and Mrs. Paul Morgan
ton, piano.
statement, Po- ited in Evansville Wednesd
(above right) has signed a
Vocal soloist competing will GLENN BROUGH, 14,
*
*
*
Tuesday,
Early of Lansing, Mich., announced
J.
John
Captain
lice
ColeDot
bass;
G.
A.
Butler,
be
MuskeMrs. Blanche and Miss
Jack Kelly, Jr., 13, a playmate in
of
killing
the
admitting
Worrell,
Jane
man, soprano;
boys Hobgood were in Paducah
his brother, Benny, 11, (left). The
contralto; Arnold Barnes, tenor; gon, Mich., and absOlvIng
for
* *
and returned to Muskegon
Mich.,
Lansing,
in
arrested
were
soprano,
Jean Johnson, mezzo
Mr. Howard McConnell
questioning.
further
Ed Carter, baritone.
Hopkinsville and Cadiz Mo
Elizabeth Worrell, Ed Carter,
on business.
Joe Long and A. G. Butler will
*
*
*
form the Cornet quartet; Arnold
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie 8
Barnes, Ed Carter, A. G. Butler
and Mr. and Mrs. C. A. W
. Frankfort, March 26 (IP)—J. A.
and Otis Wood, the male quartet;
visited Mr. an Mrs Dalton
Spears, State highway district
Dot Coleman, Elizabeth Worrell
all, in Paducah Sunday
engineer at Paducah, will be
and Jane Worrell, the girls' trio;
*
*
*
Mrs. J. I. Mitchell
transferred to Frankfort April 1
Dot Coleman, Jane Worrell, Ed
Among those who visited
to become State drainage engiCarter and A. G. Butler, the
Funeral services were held neer, and shifts will be made in bel Johnston In Nashville
mixed quartet; Jane Worrell,
week-end were Billy
George Greer, Attie Butler and Sunday at the Otter Pond church the third and fourth highway
Lorainne Johnston,
Norman Bromley, the clarinet for Mrs. J. I. Mitchell, 67, who district also.
Mrs. Paul Cun
In announcing this today, Soper and
quartet, and Elizabeth Worrell, died at her home in that comEd Carter, N. H. Talley, A. G. munity Saturday. The Rev. J. G. State Highway Commissioner J. ham.
*
*
*
Butler, J. P. Beesley and Bob Cothran officiated. Burial was Lyter Donaldson said Lee PurThe Rev. D. D. Dugan
engineer,
District
cemetery.
Third
ensemble.
year,
Pond
Otter
brass
the
in the
Nuckles,
of this week in Louis
Butler students will only parMrs. Mitchell was born in Lyon would go from Louisville to Pa- part
Madisonticipate one day at the
county but had been living in ducah to succeed Spears.
City Tax Assessment
vIlleville meet as the 68-piece Caldwell county for many years.
Will Beg-in April 1
band was not eligible and is en- She was preceded in death by Stock Barn Burns
tered at Bowling Green in a re- her husband a year ago.
Princeton's 1941 tax
A stock barn on the farm of
gional band meet soon.
She is survived by five children, Mrs. J. B. Cisco, Glatian, Finis Cullen, in the Hall com- will begin April I, Assessor
The United States Supreme
Miss Alice Mitchell, Prince- munity, was destroyed by fire Cash said Tuesday. Mayor
Court had upheld the conviction ton, L. P. Mitchell, Princeton, Friday morning, March 21. A man had emphasized tha
of Earl Browder, secretary of Fay Mitchell, Livingston county, quantity of feedstuff was burned large number of dogs now
taxed here be especially n
but livestock was saved.
the Communfat party, under sen- and Edgar Mitchell, Princeton.
tence to serve four years and pay
a fine of 52,000 for using passports obtained by fraud. Browder received 48,799 votes for
President last November.

Lexington, Ky.: Mrs. Wayland close range the successful reRhoads, Lexington, heading 15,- habilitative work of the Ken000 women as president of the tucky Crippled Children Corn
Kentucky Federation of Women's mission and its parent organize
Clubs, this week commended the lion, the Kentucky Society for
work of the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children, whose acCrippled Children in an open tivities in the Lexington area censtatement released to some 200 ter at the Good Samaritan Hosclub presidents throughout the pital where clinic facilities. surState. The society's fifteenth an- gical treatment and hospitalizanual membership drive opens tion in a special crippled chilApril 2, lasting through Easter dren's ward, are provided for
hundreds of youngsters.
Sunday.
To facilitate its service to chilMrs. Rhoads told clubwomen
other
the commission has divider
dren.
that Kentucky leads many
States in remaking crippled chil- the State into districts, each undren and commended the Federa- der supervision of a graduate
tion for its past aid in this State- public health nurse, whose work
wide project. Kentucky's women, is to locate am' visit crippled
united under the Federation's children in need of treatment. to
health program, have helped to promote clinics in her district.
gain national recognition through and to follow up cases after their
Individual volunteer work and discharge from hospitals. The
through united support of State present field, consisting of the Big
legislative measures, following Sandy, Bluegrass, Southeastern
the direction of the Society, Mrs. and Central and Western districts, use Ashland. Lexington
Rhoads said.
"The crippled child is a medical and Louisville as treatment censubject of far-reaching social aig- ters because at these places renificance," according to Mrs. side the orthopedic surgeons were
Rhoads, "and throughout Ken- treat the commission's patients.
tucky more than 15,000 crippled Mrs. Rhoads explained.
Because this work is so close
children are to b. found. These
children, through no fault of to Kentucky life, clubwomen
their own, 'ire doomed to lives throughout the State have conof invalidism and suffering, un- tributed great support voluntarily
less the miracle of orthopedics is in local communities, uniting each
brought to their rescue. As a rule, year in support of the annual
the crippled child is mentally and membership appeal.
The Federation president will
morally strong, and makes a good
citizen once his physical handicap be interviewed by Captain Pluck.
is corrected; therefore his re- a crippled child, in a transcribed
habilitation is doubly important presentation to be released over
all Kentucky radio stations durSpring footmall drills for the to our Commonwealth."
Mrs. Rhoads has viewed at ing the week of March 23.
Tigers of Butler High School began Monday with 33 candidates a transfer from Friendship High
for the team. Nine are returnSchool, who is shaping up at
ing lettermen and several others
Providence
are players with experience from guard; Clark, from
(Continued from Page One)
High School; Loftus Jones, 180- different courthouses during my
last year's frays.
Returning gridders who pos- pound-tackle prospect from Cobb last term of office, the old courtsess letters include Scott, Perry, High School, and Mitchell, a ju- house, the hotel building, and
Fletcher, Miller, Sisk, McCollum,
nior who is out for the first time. our beautiful new courthouse of
Coleman, Robinson and Beckner.
am very proud. I don't
R. J. Kern, regular in the Tiger which I
Candidates who lacked playing
season, said Wed- believe there is a better one in
time to be awarded letters last backfield last
decide not to the State. I believe every citizen
year include Patterson, Gray, nesday he had
in Caldwell county will want a
senior year.
Ray, Childress, Taylor, Varble play his
will continue six custodian for this building who
Practice
and Mitchell. Taylor and Varble
the coach said, and a will beautify the court yard and
are not out for Spring drills be- weeks,
game will prob- keep the building in a respectpractice
Spring
cause of injury and illness.
be played near the close of able condition at all times. My
ably
Coach Cox said Wednesday
Jailer
the period against a neighbor- past 8 years' service as
several likely prospects ,were inspeaks for itself. You know how
school.
ing
cluded in the squad, taking their
I cared for the old courthouse.
Brat fling at football. Among
You also know that when I was
them, he said, were Glover Lewis, Try Leader Want Ads first elected the court yard was

Butler Grid Squad
Opens Spring Drills

Sigler Announces

Deaths and
Funerals

used for pitching horse shoes. I
was told grass would not grow
there, but it did.
If you don't know how I treat
and feed prisoners, ask those
who have been in my custody.
With the past experience, I feel
qualified to render even better
service for the next four years
than in the past.
You voters know that every
man is not suitable for every
job. You be the judge and the
jury. After due consideration of
my past record, if you feel that
I am worthy of your support ...
your vote and influence will be
greatly appreciated. It is my
wish to see every voter before
the primary, but if I fail to see
you, please accept this as a solicitation for your vote and personal influences.
Thanking you one and all for
all past favors; last but not least,
I will treat you right in jail or
out.

Save! Save! Save!
Big 3 DAY Special
Refinery Sales Corporation

arch 29
Thru March 31
Gallons ZEPHYR Guaranteed FirstGrade Regular Gasoline
for
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OR

WALL PAPER SALE...!
•
Demands that Your Car have
Winter Oil, Grease and Sludge
Removed

Crankcase filled with Proper
Grade of Oil for Spring and
Summer.
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Be sure to fill up your tank at these wonderful prices.
ZEPHYR Guaranteed First-Grade Gasoline is noted for its High Anti'
Knock Quality, Pep, Power and Mileage.
ZEPHYR ETHYL Gasoline is "Tops" in motor fuel. Its use enables
you to get the peak performance from the new High-Compression motors.
Keep your automobile smooth-running and carbon-free by alwaYs
using ZEPHYR Gasoline and Motor Oil.
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Incorporated

ROY HERRON

95c

OFFERING OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF OVER

Proper Grade Lubrication in
Transmission Differential

FOR SPRING SERVICE

Gallons ZEPHYR Guaranteed FirstGrade ETHYL Gasoline
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nt at the ceremony
ception following. A
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Mg trip, and for traynew Mrs. Wahlfield
ue shadow plaid suit
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te of Manual TrainSchool, Mrs. Wahlfield
be a laboratory techSt. Francis Hospital,
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Churches.Clubs
Society. Personals
Christian Endeavor at 6:16 p.m.;
and evening worship at 7:15—
subject: "The Burden Bearer,"
mid-week service Wednesday at
7:00 p.m., followed by choir re-

Women's Club Style
Show Held Friday

Vahltield

excessha
ted set

PHONE 60

A style show, sponsored by the
Women's fiftib was held in the
auditorium of Butler High School
Friday night, March 21. A large
number of people attended.
Those taking part in the show
included Marilee Jones, Dixie
Mae Harris, Margaret Wylie, Mrs.
Hewlett Morgan, Mrs. L. D. Pickens, Mae Etta Jacobs, Jewell
Mitchell, Jimmy Anderson, Charles Taylor and Mary Wilson Eldred.

The L ?oder
Congraulates

hearsal at 7:45.
You are always invited and
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Woodall,
welcomed to attend our services.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Those who do not have church- Paducah, on the birth of a seven
J. 0. Cothran, Pastor
homes are urged to make the pound daughter at the Riverside
Sunday School at 9:46; morn- First Christian Church that Hospital Saturday. She has been
subing worship at 11, sermon
named Lucinda. Mr. Woodall la
home.
ject: "The Kind of Propaganda
the son of C. A. Woodall.
*
*
*
CROSS ROADS CHRISTIAN
and Propagandist Needed in Our
Grady Spiegel, Minister
Mr. and Mrs. Al Thomas Page
World"; Baptist Training Union
CHURCH
on the birth of an 8 N4 pound
meets at 6:15; evening worship
Worship at 6:45 pm. Saturday boy at the Princeton Hospital
at 7:15, sermon theme: "Who?
night. Everybody is invited. Saturday. He has been named
Why? When Join the Church?";
and bring the entire fam- Al Thomas, Jr. Both mother and
Come
Wednes7:15
at
prayer meeting
ily.
the neighbors. Come son are doing line.
Invite
day evening.
*
*
*
the singing. It is
The ordinance of baptiam will and help with
A party was given by the BapHollis Morris, N_
Christ to
Mrs.
in
and
brethren
Mr.
to
good
evening.
be administered Sunday
tist Young People's Union of the
meet for spiritual feasts. The Harrison street, on the birth of
There are eight who are now apBaptist church here Friday night
was down some 'last a baby girl Monday. Both mothproved for baptism. There are attendance
March 21. Most of the Union's
Spring is here and may we er and daughter are doing nicely_
others we trust who will come time.
members and a large number of
take on new life. You are needin our services Sunday professguests attended.
A Santa Ana, Cal., hospital rehelp in this great transacing publicly their faith in Christ ed to
ports that a son was born to lir_
tion of business for our King.
as their Savior.
and Mrs. Howard Bear and one
Let's keep in mind our Sunday
to Mr. and Mrs. Murray Rabbit.
at
meeting
Associational
School
and a nurse named Wolfe atMrs. pique Eldred entertained our church Thursday, March 27,
the cases.
tended
guests at her West Main street beginning at 10 am. All who are
exto
Words are inadequate
home Friday, March 21, in honor interested in Sunday School work press our appreciation of the
to Mrs. Sparks, mother of Carl are most cordially invited to be sympathy extended us by word mortal music; to Mrs. W. 0..
the Morgan family
Sparks. Those present, included with us.
or deed, by our good neighbors Towery; to
those who contributed the
Mesdames Sallie Powell Catlett,
There will be a Promotional and other friends, at the time of and to
J. C. Gates, J. A. Stegar, Carl meeting at our church April 10. our recent bereavement, the lovely flowers that beautified the
place of our dear one
Sparks and Norine Lindsay.
This gives promise of being a passing of our beloved husband resting
you be consoled by
and father, Edward Varble. We May each of
great meeting.
considerate attentions of
Suffers Broken Hip
are especially grateful to the the
friends when trouble clouds
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH Revs. J. 0. Cothran and W. L. loyal
for you.
Miss Irene Cook, 59, was taken
Baker for their consoling words the sky of life
Grady Spiegel, Minister
Edward Varble_
Mrs.
the
to a Nashville hospital Wednesand
atthe
Davis
M.
see
to
Bernice
good
Mrs.
It looked
to
and Family.
day for treatment of a broken tendances up last Sunday for singers for their message in mehip sustained when she fell at various services. We hope that
her home Tuesday afternoon may continue. It should be as
Her condition was described as Easter approaches. The week's
not critical.
services begin with Bible School
at 9:45 a.m., a class for every
In Nashville Hospital
one, and special fifth Sunday
Miss Mable Johnston, employe offering for the Widows' and
of the McConnell Electric Com- Orphans' home, followed by
pany, was taken to a Nashville morning worship at 10:55—the
hospital Saturday for treatment Lord's Supper each Lord's Day
of sinus. She was reported Wed- and the sermon subject: "The
ON ARMS Of LOVE)
Church That Finds Itself";
nesday as improving slightly.

B.Y.P.U. Party Given
Friday Night

Mrs. Sparks Honored

COTTON BOWL PRINT—Great fluffy balls of cotton are posed
against pastel pique in this fabric, especially designed for the
Maid of Cotton to wear at the Spring cotton carnival in Memphis,
Tenn. The little bolero may be removed for greater formality.

The Peak
Of Screen
Excitement

Miss Mary Fuller
Honored At Shower

ker, L. W. Guess, Ray Blackburn,
Essie Rucker, L. Layman, Kelly
Landes, J. B. Sory, Noble Paris,
Cecil Brasher, Lester Young,
A miscellaneous shower was
J. E. HUlyard, Ivan Bennett,
Florence Parr, Herbert Cochran given for Miss Mary Fuller last
and W. M. Young.
Thursday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Ruby Brockmeyer, Fredonia, following the meeting of
the missionary society of the

nia Bride-to-Be
ell With Party Eddyville Bridge
Here
y was given Thursday Club Meets

the First Presbyterian
The Eddyville Bridge Club met
Fredonia, for three
be, Misses Lema Parr, at the home of Mrs. C. C. Bishop,
Dunn and Mary Fuller. N. Jeffreson street, Wednesday
program was given.
afternoon, March 26. Dessert was
attending were: Misses served prior to the games. Mrs.
Mary
Dunn, Lema Par‘r,,
R. S. Mason won high score for
va Blackburn, Doro94y
e Feagan7 Mary Wilson, the afternoon, and Mrs. G. M.
Butts, Sara Gill, Laura Pedley won second. Those preslroy, Myra Lee Bennett, ent includcd Mrs. McKinney MalGuess, Gwendel Ordway, lory, C. C. Bishop, Leonard Klapces Young; Mesdames
rath, G. M. Pedley, all of Princeutta and J. B. QuarterEades Collins, KutMessrs. Burgess Boone, ton.: Mrs.
Brockmeyer, Malcolm tawa, and Mesdames R. A. Alexn, James Defew, Paul ander and R. S. Mason, EddySeldon McElroy, Virgil ville.
Newton Word and Seth
n.

ni Club
Vednesday
vitom Club met Wednesht at the home of Mrs.
Rout with Mrs. Rout and
ae Harris as hostesses.
ents were served to the
g: Ruth and Robbie Lou
, Mary Wilson Eldred,
Scrugham. Elizabeth Sopinia Morgan, Dixie Mae
Mesdames Hewlett Morarold McGowan, Charlie
d Wilson Rout.

A strange and compelling
story superbly told by the
stars of "They Drive By
Night" . . . For you a new
and thrilling experience ...
suspenee that carries you
spellbound to new dramatic
heights!

First Presbyterian church.
Misses Myra Lee Bennett and
Frances Young gave several vocal
selections with Mrs. Ivan Bennett accompanying them at the
piano.
Refreshments were served to:
Misses Mary Fuller, Imogene
Wigguaton, Dora Young, Lema
Parr, Dorothy Parr, Myra Lee
Bennett and Frances Young;
Mesdames L. Layman, Florence
Parr, Essie Rucker, J. B. Sory,
Ivan Bennett, J. C. Catilla, C. A.
Walker, W. M. Young, Jimmie
Landes, Kelley Landes, J. E. Hillyard and Cecil Brasher.

Production

Robert CUMMINGS Mischa AUER
Henry Stephenson Anne Gwynne
Allyn Joslyn Franklin Pangborn.

BUTCH and BUDDY

by JOE PASTERNAK
• A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • Otig.nol Story

te
///01

be Ems, Marischka • Screenplay by BRUCE MANNING and FELIX JACKSON

- I D'Astata PINO
Humphrey BOGART
with

BRILLIANT
ARRAY OF
MOVIE HITS
COMING
TO THE
CAPITOL
THEATRE

A Henry Koster

Directed by HENRY KOSTER • Produced

ALAN CURTIS
JOAN LESLIE
TONIGHT
— and —
FRIDAY

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
CLIP & SAVE BARGAIN TICKET
• THIS TICKET AND 38c
WILL ADMT TWO ADULTS
TO SEE
"MAISIE WAS A LADY"
"MAISIE" meetsond falls fon"DR.KILDARE"

MOM P.clure

stirring ANN SOTHERN
with LEW AYRES • MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
9:45 A.M. TIL NOON
A GLOWING
STORY OF LOVE
AND CONQUEST ,

'er Given
Luna Parr
Lema Parr was honored
Lscellaneous shower Riven
sday afternoon at the First
terian Church, Fredonia.
ral vocal numbers were
by Misses Martha Jane
, Frances Young and Dornn, Miss Nelle Guess acflying them at the piano.
present were: Misses
Gill, Myra Lee Bennett,
ta Butts, Nelle Guess, Mary
Lema Parr, Dorothy
ances Young, Dora
iiira Lou McElroy, Dor' Martha Jane Feagan,
-one Wigginton; Mess. McElroy, Jimmie
a Bob Wllliams, C A. Wal-

Card of Thanks

10c and

16c

NOON T11. 5 P.M.

10c and 22c

What A Honeymoon!

10c and 28c

A blonde bride in one room . .. Ann
Sheridan in another . . . Geo. Brent
In the middle!
What A Situation! What A Show!

_exiss *Alit9107.

Capitol

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

AFTER 5 P.M.

CO-FEATURE

SATURDAY

NOT'E—PHILLIP RINGEL, 6-YEAR-OLD SON OF MRS. ELIZABETH O'HARA RINGEL, HAS A BIT PART IN THIS PICTURE.
MRS. RINGEL IS THE DAUGHTER OF MRS. LUCIAN O'HARA
AND A SISTER OF MRS. TOM CASH.

••••••Mo Mom .....On.

BOB LIVINGSTON
DUNCAN RINALDO
RAYMOND HATTOm
Rosalie Towne

Rules
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Invasion Of Isles Is Held Unlikely
By Military Experts Before Fall

Making Farm Feed
Family Defense Plan

lag from all types 0
summer,
By MORGAN M. BEATTY
Associated Press Feature Writer
1. Germany must feed several smell air and Rea
They're concentrs
WASHINGTON, March 26 — hundred millions of people in
Canvass the best military, eco- conquered Europe. Diet deficien- art of loading the 0
already war — tanka, antes
'Lanterns On The Levee," by nomic and diplomatic opinion on cy among these people
and you ranges close to 50 percent by of- cars,
Atlantic
the
of
aide
this
Pearcy
Ale:ander
William
As a national defense measmedium-sized
get a picture of Germany at- ficial Nazi report's. The Germane
(Knopf; UM).
ure, 11 district meetings have
invasion
of
all-out
tempting
an
soon.
All through William Alexander
must break the blockade
been held over Kentucky to plan
the British isles along a fairly
2. American aid is mounting
for a State-wide Program of
Percy's urbane and beautiful definite pattern. And you also
ini)°°t4
A
thilrtieh
airsa
ls agt*
"making the farm feed the famdlridandvsr
fast.
.s urS:, w*
wonI
Levee"
ta
"Lanterns on the
find odds about 3 to 1 against an
ily," according to 1411.98 Myrtle
3. Except for war industry, attack:
dered what might happen if Mr. all-out attempt this year.
stagnation is admitWeldon, State leader of home
While subs and
economic
If the Germans should try it,
Percy should read Henrietta
Europe. Peace striking at Englund.,
demonstration work. Attending
Sep- tedly general over
Buckmaster's "Let My People however, the first week in
be- the convoy lanes
e
the meetings were county home
an
t be resumed
plemr
woork
most auspi- tl e pe
the
affords
tember
money
demonstration agents, county
e du:Arial centers,'
Go." If ever two writers and two
combination of advantages fore
cious
agents, and one man and one
tu
ar
dedeami
nr ates
for work and afford the neces- s
tacks
books, were at opposite poles, from their point of view.
woublyd
woman leader from each county.
might be launched,
life.
of
shies
are
here
these books are.
reckoned
The
as
odds
Among factors consiGeted were
long
a
go
planes
carrying romp
The weather should
Miss Buckmaster's book is an a little higher than 2 to 1 that
the following:
timing of the
angry denunciation of slavery, the invasion attempt would fail. way to dictate the
Only a quarter of Kentucky's
attack. It has always supply these points o
and a long succession of inciMost experts accept the general German
farm folk produce at home the
Ger- Lion until they had 3
dents, some heroic, assembled thesis that the Germans will first been a major factor with
diet.
adequate
for
needed
an
food
Or failed—to
from the mass of material on the loose their submarines and planes man military leaders.
establish
dairy
other
and
cream
Milk,
The battle of the Atlantic, in positions.
fight for abolition. Mr. Percy's on the British. In fact the batand
then butproducts are sold,
factor
weather
All
this
with
line
atui
1coteron
pareah
shorter,
a
book is somewhat
tle of the Atlantic already has
ter-substitutes are bought as
stated defense of the started, and the stepped-up air theory, was launched about tw n althe 1:ng
beautifully
vegetable
compounds in
well as
aristocratic ideal which under- Battle of Britain should begin .March I. Prevailing weather is thousands of
place of lard.
lay so much Of the history of the about mid-April. Meanwhile, the clear, white caps hide periscopes, would drop, unsterile
More cows are needed.
South, and still survives in thou- Nazis use Axis diplomacy and torpedo wakes. Spring air at- spread panic. This s
There is not enough feed prosands of Southern men and wo- force along the British lifelines tacks should start in April as it easier for the
duced to feed poultry and livemen — men and women no to divert as much empire land storms subside and general- points to join forces,
stock.
chunks of the }Dig
longer
a unified bend, but scat- strength as possible to those dan- ly milder conditions prevail.
Lack of a year-round garden.
The ideal period for land in- (beachheads).
tered like tiny islets through a ger points.
Problems of tenants.
Finally, huge
be
for
In the opinion of observers vasion is the first week in SepMEET PRIVATE JAMES M. STEWART, United States army. Up culture, or lack of it, whin they
A specific 20-point program for
tember. It's usually extremely cross the channel for
can understand intellectually but here—
solving the major portions of to March 22, 1941, he was better known as Jimmy Stewart, hailed
not spiritually.
If the submarines and their mild, storms almost never occur,
these problems was worked out, as 1940's best motion picture actor. On that date he was inducted
Just to prove that "Lanterns helping planes eyes threaten the and night fogs, lifting with the
All this sounds fairl
Including a survey by counties into the army as a selective service trainee for a year's duty. He's
a
ns
osla
on the Levee" is no autobiogra- British isles with strangulation, sunrise, are the rule.
aoudly
t. knows better
to find needs, and having a coun- shown in his new uniform at Fort MacArthur, Calif.
phical "So Red the Rose," take AND
If and when Invasion comes, German naval comma
ty committee to plan how to feed
this succinct and brilliant stateIf air attacks shows signs of the pattern of attack Ls fore- treme military risk th
to a democratic way of life.
the families from the farm.
ment of the difference between breaking British morale, AND
shadowed by the known training must run to hold a pe
Incidentally, Miss Weldon il7. Development of an underthe white and the black races,
If thrusts at empire lifelines methods of the modern German hostile shores of Eng
lustrates the possibilities of livstanding of the social and eco- as
Mr. Percy sees it: "The Amer- succeed,
army and navy, and their equip- sides the initial risk,
ing at home by the story of a
Kentucky 4-H club boys and nomic forces at work, particu- ican Negro is interested neither
mans have little naval
Then—and only then—should ment.
Johnson county family, that at
larly in the Western Hemisphere, in the past nor in the future, a prudent German high comThe Germans are training huge to convoy and protee
the end of the year found their girls, as a part of their work in
this
aide
of heaven. He neither mand consider all-out invasion. forces in embarkation and land- troops.
grocer owed them $18. This story the national defense program, and steps to take.
remembers nor plans. The white
But nevertheless, Hitler should
could be repeated in countless are supporting the following 7man does little else; to him the be prepared for the odds, and
other cases, she says.
point program:
present is the one great unreal- have a huge army ready to spring
1. Interpretation of the naity.' It was the profusion of from the invasion coast of France
Jim Assiametes was ready to tional defense program to the
profundities such as this, Insert- anytime between April I and
be released from jail in Astoria, community.
ed with grace and subtlety into September 30.
Ore., but his cellmate came down
2. Production of food, clothing
Plans of farmers in Boone the text of Mr. Percy's life story
* * *
with measles, and the quarantine and home furnishings for better
county, Kentucky, to grow more to date, which made it impossiOn the other hand there are Suffered So Much Distress
kept Assiametes in jail a week family living.
ble to whirl through the book at three stark, compelling reasons
longer.
From Indigestion She Could
3. Conservation of human and of their food are reviewed by the usual
reviewer's speed; which why the Nazis might throw caunatural resources on the home County Agent H. R. Forkner. also
Hardly Get A Deep Breath,
made
it
one
of
the
most
tion
to
the
winds and attack this
Smith Cherry, farmer of La- farm and in the local commu- Gardens are to be bigger and
Declares Mrs. Waggoner.
delightful experiences in the
fayette, Tenn., has a bull that nity.
contain a greater variety of memory of this
Nervousness Also Relieved.
reader-by
-neceshas been trained to pull a plow
4. Development of the health vegetables. There are to be at sity.
and carry a saddle.
of the individual and the com- least live hens for each member
Mr. Percy was born in the MisMore happy and grateful stateIn Graves comity, during Feb- munity.
of the family, and one to two sissippi "delta,"
which for the
Seed sowing time for many ments in praise of Retonga daily
ruary 425 pounds of 20 percent
5. Development of mechanical cows per family. The meat sup- Percys
Is rot the present delta, crops in Kentucky is approach- gives proof
that this fine herbal
phosphate and 75,000 pounds of skills on the part of those re- ply is to include pork, beef and
but the 'leafley rottighly from ing, and the question
of where stomachic medicine, combined
47 percent phosphate were de- maining in the local communi- lamb, all produced on the farm.
Memphis Vs Vicksbilrg. He com- and how to purchase
livered.
seed Is with Vitamin B-1, is bringing
ties as well as of those being The family fruit garden will M- bines
several F`
— French confronting many farmers. Only grand relief
to hundreds of sufcalled for military duty.
200 strawberry plants, 50 rasp- and English among
them, and good seeds, those high in quality, ferers. Mrs. B. M.
Men outnumber women nearly
8. Practice in and appreciation berry bushes, six grape vines and prominently.
Waggoner, 528
His people were high in germination and low in S. Fifth
2 to 1 in Peiping, China.
Ave., Nashville, states
of democratic procedures basic six to 12 bunches of rhubarb.
and are among tbs leaders of weed seed content
should be that she feels duty-bound to tell
MRS. . M. AGG
Mississippi. :lis
raining was sown, says a statement from the others suffering
as she did about
odd—tutors at dif: -rent as the State College of Agriculture.
sleep. In the morning,
the medicine:
town "atheis.." and the parish
worn out, nervous and
High-priced seeds are not nec"I had gotten so I was afraid
priest; schools as different as the essarily good seeds.
as when I went to bed.
Therefore, to eat a bite of solid
food,"
school convent and the Harvard, one cannot buy just
states
"Retonga is the only
on the basis Mrs. Waggoner. "Gas
Law School. These have made'of price. Only the
bloating that really brought
information was so terrible at
Let Us Give You a
times it was The headaches and gas
him a Mississippi gentleman, a on the tag attached
to the bag impossible to
take a deep breath. relieved, my appetite is
man of the world, a poet and a will furnish
conclusive evidence Knife-like
pains darted across and it is
shrewd thinker. He has, at 55, on the value of the
a joy to eat on
seed.
my back and stabbing, throbbing
set down the life he has known, On the front
I do not need purgative
of This Remarkable New
of the tag the headaches
and dizzy spells added
and I for one am grateful.
purity and germination percentto my misery. I'd to take harsh thronghout the night a
Police of Butte, Mont., inves- ages are found; on
not tire at my work. No
he back of purgatives
three or four times be more
tigating an automobile collision the tag the total
thankful for
percentage of a week. I was
so restless at night than I
that had occurred between How- weed seeds is given
am."
and the nox- I hardly
knew what it was to
ard Godfrey and Charles Erb, ious weed seeds
Retonga may be ob
per ounce listed. get a
night of sound, restful
were amazed when both parties Let every farmer
Dawson's Drug Store -through his
voluntarily assumed the blame reading of the seed
tag be the
for the smash-up.
Judge of the quality of the seed

State-Wide Program
Launched In District
Meetings
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See Proof That This Fast, Economical,
Sturdy Washing Machine Turns Out
Whiter, Cleaner Laundry With a Much
Greater Saving In Time and Effort
For Thorough Washing Action—The ABC
Washer has a French type aluminum threevane agitator.

And, of course, a cordial recent
and careful attention to your ont
tainment during your stay are yo
always, at

For Faster Drying—It has a touch-release
wringer with extra size rollers.
For Large Capacity—It has a 21-gallon armco metal tub.
For Dependable Service—It has heavy construction, one-piece steel chassis and legs,
over-size motor and white all-enamel finish
insile and out.
For Silent Operation—It has rubber-edged
cover, rubber-mounted motor and rubbertired casters.
Amazing Economy—It does a big family
washing (including clothes, bed linen, table
cloths, napkins, towels, etc.) at a cost of only
5 cents a week for electricity.
An Outstanding Value—When you see the
price on this ABC Washer you'll readily
agree it is vortmoderate indeed. Easy purchase terms. Come to our store tomorrow for
a free demonstration.
Call On Your Dealer Also For Dependable
and Moderately-Priced Electrical
App4ionces of AU kinds

YOU NEED
For satisfactory electric service in
the residence or business place that
you buy, build or lease, specify adequate wiring. It means having the
house wiring large enough to carry
sufficient current for safe and efficient operation of all lights and
devices, and enough outlets and
switches for the most convenient use
of electrical equipment. For hill details, see our manager or your electrical contractor.
REDDY 11:1110WAIT.
your electrical servant

..41P. IT COSTS LESS TO LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY

Your city is judged by its streets
, CONCRETE rates 100%
From every standpoint, concrete is the ideal paving material It
taxpayers
money by reducing original
and upkeep costs... is safe
In any weather, drains
quickly and increases yinbility
improves property
values—lasts the longest.
Your driving costs are reduced by saving on gas,

CONCRETE
IS TNE REAL
(OW'COST
PAVEMENT

Protector

tires and car repair expense,
Concrete pavements give a
clean,spick and span appearance to the community.Concrete's pleasing gray color
reflects light, makes it easier
to see—reduces accidents, in
every kind of weather.
Insist on concrete for safe%
comfort and money-saving.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION I
610 Merchants Bank Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
A notional organization to 'moray* and extend th• uses or
concrete through sclentak research and engineering field work

Louisville's newest and most ce
trally located home-away-fro
home, in Kentucky's mc4ropol
.Prices will conform to your id
of moderate charges for servi
rendered.
Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation
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Safety Rules
log Kites

Farmersville News
By L. D. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
spent Sunday near Cross Roads
with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Haile.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Powell
and children spent Sunday in
Madisonville.
Mr. and Mrs. 0 B. Beshears
attended church Sunday in Crabtree.
Oather Capps spent Saturday
night with George Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Scott were
in Scottsburg a day last week.
Milton Word was in Princeton
last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
and George M. Powell visited
Mrs. Franklin's brother, W. H.
Franklin, near Mt. Hebron, last
week.
Mrs. Hazel Morgan was in
Princeton Thursday,

regory Named
s To Provide
•tion For Boys
lig to local boys to be
ful so as to avoid sery when flying kites
given by R. S. Gregory,
Utilities Company
here.
ying season is with us
Gregory said. "It is
n, but it can be danyoungsters who enjoy
unless kites are prope and carefully flown.
suggestions for safety:
use kites with metal
use wire or tinsel string.
cotton cord.
ber that a wet cord is
tor of electricity and
as much trouble as
comes in contact with
ines.
fly your kite near elecr or telephone wires, or
tric transmission tow't even let it go over
let your kite get away
u. Serious injury to
and extensive damage
ty may happen if you
ABE SIMON WAS down in the first round of his fight with World Heavyweight Champion Joe
attempt to climb poles Louis in the Olympia, in Detroit, Mich. But Simon was up again and lasted until the 13th round
-e kites entangled in
when Louis knocked him down twice and Refere.? Sam Hennessey stopped the bout. A crowd of
try to free them by 19,000 persons saw the Brown Bomber make this 15th
successful defense of his title.
stones at them.
run across streets or Bass' Summer Homes
Germany Controls
while flying a kite."
Delivered In Winter
Potash Monopoly
Columbus, 0. (iP) — The Ohio
division of conservation, in cooperation with sportsmen's organization, is using a novel
means to apply gravel on Indian
Lake's bottom. Truckloads are
dumped on the ice. When it
melts the gravel is deposited on
the lake floor and good spawning grounds for largemouth bass
are formed.

berry" leaders for fourmunities have been seMuhlenberg county.
lfred Moss, Hart county,
g 500 chicks in an elecder.
acres of old orchards
ailed' by the terracing
method in Henderson Boy's Bid Finally Wins
Los Angeles VP)—At the semi• S. Wright, of Daviess annual police auction of unhas seeded 30 acres to claimed bicycles a thin voice kept
grass, as a seed-produc- piping unsuccessfully, "Five dollars." Finally the auctioneer sinrprise.
ew drainage demonstra- gled out Ephraim Laibchaik, 14.
"Young man," he says, "how
ye been started in Mccounty, in cooperation much money have you?"
"Five dollars, sir."
Tennessee Valley Au"Don't you think this boy decounty farmers have serves a break?' the auctioneer
the production of meat demanded of the crowd.
On the next bicycle there was
and lard as a part of
me production of food only one bid-36.

Farm activities in Laurel county, as reported by County Agent
P. 0. Grimwood, include plans to
grow about 100 acres of potatoes
and 20 acres of onions on a commercial scale. The Laurel County Farmers' Cooperative, Inc., has
delivered 482 bushels of onion
sets to farmers. The crops will
be graded, sacked and sold by
the cooperative association.

The irregular-shaped butt kernels produce as good corn as the
flat kernels, says Prof. E. J. Kinney of the Kentucky College of
Agriculture. Their shape, however, presents a planting problem. If they are so shaped that
they go through the planter
evenly, then there is no reason
why one should not buy 'rounds.'
Eighty more miles of rural any producers of hybrid corn
McDaniel of Harrison
'rounds' for less than they
is having a pond dug at electric line will be constructed sell
'fiats.'
quote
county.
Carlisle
in
f $80.
county farmers expect
400 acres of hemp, uneement with the Kenlinois Corporation.
lye drainage projects are
undertaken in Owsley
with much more still to
ts in her baby chicks was
by addition of codliver
rs. Hattie Martin, Powty.
oyd county, 300 tons of
e per week now is being
as part of the grantprogram.

Berlin (JP)—Defeat of France
has returned to Germany the
European potash monopoly, held
by her, it is claimed, until the
end of World War I.
With the occupation of Alsace,
all potash deposits there, estimated at approximaely 300 million tons, have fallen into German hands and are being exported in increasing measure.
he buys.

When St. Creek homemakers,
Bell county, served the food for
the Farmers' Banquet, they put
up a placard reading: "The foods
served here tonight—how many
can you grow at home?" Talks
were made on the value of enriched bread.
Two Christian county farmers,
R. M. Bronaugh and William S.
McCarroll, are conducting an experiment on two alternate plots:
The growth of superior strains
of resistant red clover vs. that
of ordinary clover.
In Barren county, extensive
community meetings have been
held to study how to make the
farm feed the family. At every
community meeting, it has been
discussed from the angle of gardens, other crops, nutrition and
soil improvement.
After a survey, County Agent
R. H .King of Carter county says
he has found only one case of
a scrub heading a dairy herd or
beef herd. However, he reports
that several other farmers probably use scrubs, but mostly expect to get only purebreds for
next year.

Woodrow Jarvis, Muhlenberg
Railroad rails are measured in county reports 23 lambs from 20
pounds per yard in length.
ewes with no losses.

Farmers-vine Senior
Class Entertained
A party in honor of the Farmersville High School senior Masa
was given by Prof and Mrs. Stanley DeSoe at their home in Farmersville, Thursday night, March
20.
Those present included Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Simion, Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Opodaker, Messrs. J. T. Cooper, Paul Evans, Edwin Watson,
Masses Mable Horning, Mary
Beckner, L. D. Jones, Phyllis
Rowland, Jessie Mae and Bessie
Lee Riley, June Vinson and Lois
Hodge.
• • •
Miss Helen Hogan, of Crider,
spent the weekend with Miss Rebecca Lane.
Mr. Bronston Jones, Detroit,
Mich., has been visiting his mother, Mrs. Dolph Franks.
THAT'S TOMMY, three-year-old
Miss Mable Horning, Hall, spent
son of Manager Joe Cronin, be- Thiirsday night with Miss L. D.
tween his Dad's legs at the Bos- Jo 8.
he senior class of Farmerston Red Sox training camp at
vine High School will present its
Sarasota, Fla., not a pitching re- play, "The Little Clodhopper,"
cruit. The youngster has further Friday night, April 4, in the high
baseball background too, sin; school auditorium. The cast inhe's a grandson of Clark Grif- cludes Paul Evans, Edwin Watfith, Washington owner.
son, James MasOn, L. D. Jones,
Mary Beckner, June Vinson and
(AP Telemat)
Mary Ann Patterson. The play
A wheel which broke loose is under direction of Prof. Louis
from a car driven by C. H. Wil- Litchfield.
sox of Baraboo, Wis., rolled a
half-mile, hurdled two fences
In Lyon county, County Agent
and a wood pile before it stop- J. W. Blue, m, reports more
ped.
lambs saved than formerly.
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• New Spring Colors
• Pure Thread Silk
• Crystal Sheer Crepes
• Sizes 81/2 to 101/2

BUY NOW! Beat The
Price Rise — New Work
Clothes At OLD Prices!

• TAN VAT DYE PANTS — All
Sizes, Best Material.
Best Workmanship
• GREEN COVERT VAT DYE
WORK PANTS ... Guaranteed.
Fast Colors.
Real $1.25 Value
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Elk Brand

EPENDABLE
SURANCE I

Phone 25
Princeton, Ky.

k, undernourished condition
able, funrtiomal dynnettarget a foothold; thus leads
of woman's suffering from
ea, nervousness and other
c disoomfort.
UPS principal help for such
comes from the way it
stimulates appetite; inflow of gastric juice; thus
sestion; helps build energy,
h, physical resistance to
c pain for many,
✓ way, many women find
✓ periodic distress: Take
I a few days before and dor!time." Women have used
I for more than 50 years!

Years Wear

OVERALLS Work Shirts Work Shirts
All sizes . . . high
or low back. Worth
S1.25 on today's
market.While
present stock lasts

ndard Old Line Corn- I
. . . Safety for Your
ty and Peace of Mind
rself.

n E. Young,Agt

Two Pocket

Blue, grey or tan.
Covert or chainbury work shirts.
2 bellows and flan
pockets.

Blue, grey or tan.
Extra long, full cut.
Heaviest grade
work shirts. Old
price.

AMERICA'S GREATEST VALUES
Friendly
$5.00
Five Shoes
Collegiate Fours
$1.98
Values At
A

100

Goldnamer Special
$3.00 Style and Value
While Stock Lasts

er Shoes . Better Values
Better Be Convinced

• BLACKS•LEATHER SOLES•PLAIN TOES
•TANS •CREPE SOLES •CAP TOES
• BROWNS• CORK SOLES
• BIG BARGAINS

GOLDNAMER'S

Where will you place in the Easter parade this
year? Right up front where you belong—if you
wear a shirt, tie, shorts and handkerchief such
as you'll find in our Arrow Arotown Ensemble.
Theshirt has the latest striping idea ... fine
unbalanced stripes set wide apart on ombre grounda.
So have the shorts. A grand looking contrasting tie avoids
monotony. The handkerchief with variations of the shirt
theme adds. final touch. A choice of several colors, and
the Arrow collar style most becoming to you.
Shirt $11
Ti. $1

Short. Me
Ilervrikerehlaff

'

Pa 1e Eight

Railroad Contra
Gets Airing He

Plan For New Hospital

Seek Amendment To
Fund
Guard Highway
--

drawing of the
is the architect's
Shown in the accompanying sketch
Morganfield in the
in
erected
may be
exterior of a new hospital, which
would have 25
as currently designed,
very near future. The structure,
two or more
and
dentist
offices for
estimated
beds, laundry and kitchen in basement,
operating room, etc. It is
rooms,
reception
spacious
physicians,
boosters are expected
Princeton
$30,000.
approximately
the cost would be
here.
the proposed new hospital
soon to announce a plan for building

Caldwell - Lyon 0 i 1
Dealers Organize
Here Wednesday

A well filled
courtroom
scene here last Thursday
noon of a hearing at w
jectors to the Illinois
newly established "mixed

.1ftel
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passenger train service,
inning before the Kentuc

L

road commission. The
was continued to May
Frankfort, when the
side of the controversy
presented.
Chairman Robert Webb
fleid, and Commissioners
by, Pikeville, and
Lexington, the full mem
of the State Railroad C
sion, were present for t
ing, as was Assistant
General Bonfield, Franklo
resenting the conuniasion,•
A. Johnston, acting super
ent of the Kentucky
Illinois Central System,
Wright, general attorney,
go. and Thos. J. Wood,
attorney for the I. C,
represented the railroad's
eats.
Delegations of protestan
"Go - to- Sunday - School Day" here from Marion, Slur
will be observed in Princeton's ganfield, Hopicinsville,
churches Sunday, May 4, in keep- son and smaller places
ing with a State-wide celebra- route served. The heart
tion designated for that date at tended more than three
a recent meeting of the Kentucky
Sunday School Association.
Cobb Woman Suffers
For the 77th annual "Go-to- Stroke Of Paralysis
here
pastors
Day"
Sunday-School
have devised programs suitable
Mrs. John Wood. Cobb
for the occasion and every per- ed a paralytic stroke .
son in town should receive an March 24. She was r
Invitation to attend Sunday Tuesday to be in a seri
School this week or next, pastors dition.
said.
Purpose of the observance is ment of Christian chars
to increase enrollment n Sunday encouragement of Bible
Schools, and to help in develop- regularly, church officio.

'Sae.

Amateur Poets Are
Golden Guernsey Milk
May 4 Designated
Page
To Enter
&
Gowin
Invited
New
Now Available Here;
1
POLITICAL
Store Opens April 4 Is Premium Product ANNOUNCEMENTS Women's Club Test Sunday School Day
Regulars Will Invite
Modern Fixtures Are
Being Installed This
Week

Gowin & Page will open their
new Federated Store in Princeton next Friday, April 4, according to official announcement
made this week. Fixtures arrived
Tuesday and are being installed
now, personnel has been perfected and the store front installed, with new chromium
trimmings, the whole presenting
a pleasing, modern appearance.
Fixtures for the store are
streamlined and convenient, the
proprietors' announcement states
and the entire store will be arranged to offer the maximum In
convenience for customers.
The new Federated Store will
carry a complete line of department store merchandise, with
values featured, Mr. Gowin said.

Women's Club poetry contest
entries, due to be in April 15, will
be judged by Prof L. L. Dantzler,
head of the English department
at the University of Kentucky,
Mrs. Wilson Rout, chairman of
the Women's Club department of

Golden Guernsey milk, triple
inspected and premium rated,
from the model dairy of W. C.
Sparks, was placed on the
Princeton market this week by
the Princeton Cream and Butter
Co. Exceptional food value and
taste appeal are claimed for this
milk, which is sold as it comes
from the dairy, with nothing
added and nothing taken away,
B. T. Daum, proprietor of the
distributing agency said. Other
advantageous qualities of Golden
Guernsey milk are described in
a display advertisement appearing elsewhere in this paper today.

The Leader is authorised to announce the following candidacies
for county offices, subject to the
decision of the voters of Caldwell county in the primaries of
Saturday, Aug. 2, and the gen- literature, said Tuesday.
eral election, Tuesilay, Nov. 4,
The contest has been arranged
1941:
in observance of National Poetry
Week and as encouragement to
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY:
amateur poets. No person whose
poetry has been sold will be eligFOR COUNTY ATTORNEY:
ible, Mrs. Rout said.
George 0. Eldred
All entries must be left at the
J. Gordon L,isanby
George Coon Library by April 15,
and no poem previously winning
the contest may be submitted.
FOR COUNTY JUDGE:
Larry French needs 23 victories
"Winning Baseball," National
Joe E. Cummins
this year to run his total to 200.
league movie written by Ethan
Hubbell and Fitzsimmons each
Allen, has been shown in every
have achieved that total.
gate in the country.
FOR SHERIFF:
Officials of the Federated organGayle Petitt
ization from St. Louis will come
Hyland Mitchell
here to attend the opening.

Non-Attendants To
Annual Event

6Wri
BUY IT AT POND%/70AV
FOR WOMEN

FOR JALLEil:

THIS WEEK

John

Spicy Chocolate

Ib.15c
ib.19c

CRINKLES
Giant Lemon

COOKIES

2 No. 2 cans 11C

Black Eyed (with Porto

4 No. 2 cane

PEAS
Red

Shaver's Georgia (in syrup)

3 tall cans25c

ToPmat°4-14-oz. btls.29c
n
s ATSU
j
Babbitt's

POTTED

No./
2size can
1

5c

3 cans25C

LYE
Searchlight

Pride of Hanover Sweet

CORN

4 No. 2 cans29C

Pond's

TISSUES

500 size box23C

Grapefruit and Orange

Lipton's

2-lb. pkg. 45c
1
/
1 4-lb. pkg. 23c
/

TEA
Miller's CORN

2 cans15C

JUICE

Flakes

2 jumbo pkgs.19C

APPLE

4 cans25C

11P
BUTTER
lg. 2-lb. jar 1212C

SAUCE

Ellendalse Geese (center cuts)

GREEN (cut stringleas)

ASPARAGUS

tall

can

5C

BEANS

2 No. 2 cans15c

Fresh & Cured Meats --- Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
ib.fic
lb.1112C
TOMATOES
VEAL ROAST
Cut front Armour's Star

Fresh Florida

VEAL

Yellow

lb.19C

CHOPS

BOLOGNA and

FRANKS

F 1 a w lessly
perfect from
picot tops to
toes!
Ready blocked
New Jacket,
for correct shapSpring Dresses
ing! Scarf bands
Sport Skirts
In blended tones.
Clever Gloves
Cotton Kerchiefs.
Towncraft
Women

HATS

2.98

John Herron New
Street Commissioner
Johnnie Herron, former employe of the city street department, was appointed street commissioner by the City Council at
Monday night's meeting. Stanley
Lester, State engineer, was selected to serve as advisor to
Herron, without salary, in the
capacity of city engineer. The
pair succeeds Pryor McCollum,
who resigned last week to accept
a position with the U. S. Forest
Service.

SHIRTS
I FOR MEN

Classified Ads
Effective now, all classifickl ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of business firms
having regular advertising accounts with The Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
rule.
WANTED—First class barber for 1
union shop. Reasonable guarantee to start—Hotel Palmer, Pa2tc
ducah, Ky.
a
a
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Gas Pains,
Belching, Bloating, Nausea, get
a free sample, Udga, at Dawson
pdmay16
Drug Store.

21c

FOR SALE—That good thick
buttermilk at 20c per gallon.—
Princeton Cream and Butter Co.

bunch 5C

MALE HELP WANTED — Good
Watkins route open in Princeton
now for the right party. No car
or experience necessary. A chance
to make some real money. Write
J. R. Watkins Company, 70-90 W.
Iowa Ave., Memphis, Tenn. ltp

10-lb. bag

lb.21c

BEETS

ibiZc

Large Size

ORANGES

doz.20c

Red Front Stores
CASH & CARRY

79c

Marathon
FOR JAILER:
J. Luther

Texaa

Eckert's or Swift's (no rind)

SLICED BACON

ONIONS

REPUBLICAN IC:IMARY:

6 boxes19c
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Hosiery

Hand Packed

Tomatoes

New Spring Shades
GAYMODE

John n ie I Herron

J. Elbert Ceildress

The Red Front Stores are featuring several canned Vegetables all at a very low price. You'll never go wrong in laying.in a supply of these things to eat. More for your Money
all the time.

MEAT

Defense Army Is
W
erent In Many
.t1nnett j

service between Howe
Evansville, replacing the

W. Otho Towery

PEACHES

EA

Objectors To
Train' Service
Their Inning

Amendment of the Kentucky
Constitution was suggested by
Herbert L. Clay, Louisville, secretary of the Kentucky Petroleum Industries Committee,
speaking at a meeting at the
Caldwell-Lyon County Petroleum
Industries Ctentnittee at the
courthouse here Wednesday
morning.
"For years the Kentucky road
fund has been the object of
threatened raids, and before
these are successful the road
fund should be protected by a
constitutional amendment," Clay
said.
"Gasoline taxes and motor
vehicle license fees are paid by
motorists, in addition to general
taxes, solely for the purpose of
building and maintaining roads
and continued use of them, taxes
for roiid purposes should be
guaranteed b y constitutional
provision," the speaker declared.
The Caldwell-Lyon committee
meeting was one of 12 held in
every county in Kentucky to
safe-guard Kentucky's highway
Program and Interests of highway users.
The meeting was presided over
by Rudy L. Cantrell, chairman,
who pointed out that 78% of
Kentucky's 4,580 communities
depend entirely on motor transportation, a greater percentage
than in any other State in the
union, and that Kentucky should
therefore be particularly interested in promoting and fostering use of the highways.
The meeting was attended by
25 oil men.
Officers chosen to serve for
the current year were: Rudy L.
Cantrell, chairman.; H. B. Cherry, secretary; W. L. Mays, legislative chairman; Byron Williams,
public relations chairman; and
T. R. Feagan, Mahlon Wilcox and
Joe Cummins, vice, chairmen.

PRING

Thursday, March 27, I

The PrincetoryLeader, Princeton, K .

FOR RENT—April 1, apartment
a
with private bath, gas refrigerator and hot water heat. Lucy H.
(onceamotO
Kevil, phone 38.
FOR RENT-5 room house, newly decorated, bath, garage, gas.
509 N. Jefferson.—A. J. Porter,
1004 Bronson, Paducah, Ky. ltp

in

spoil
Oxfords

2.98
Long wearing
leather soles,
rubber taps!
4.98
Gabardine Slacks
25c
Shirts, Shorts, ea.

FOR BOYS
2 Pre.
Longies!

SUITS

9.90
For dress,
play or school
Cassimeres
husky tweeds,
sturdy w o rsteels. 6 to 18.
Boys' Wash

SUITS

98c
Flappers, jimmies, sailors!
2-8
Slack Sox 19c
Bore Hats 98c
True Blue Shirts
79e
Fast color spring patterns'
Dressy Slacks
79c
Rayon-&- worsteds fabsics!
Shirts, Shorts, Briefs 15c
Rib knit cotton shirts and
briefs! Fast color shorts!
Wing Tip Oxfords... 1.98
Boys' flexible leather shoes.

0A

C

1.49

9.9

Sanforized and
p r oportionately
sized for fit!
Quality Socks, :1 for 1.00
Men's Spring Ties 49c
Majestic Suspenders 49c
Men's Cowhide Belts. 49c
Fine Quality Ties
98c
Men's Slack Socks
25c

ew FEDERA
Tweed,
for Sp'

9.

Sunday-Rest

Beau'
tailored
els. rine
rids!

Dresses

1.98

Spring Coats
Classic Suits
Cynthia

Rayon

Sporty plaids, checks, plain
colors! Wools or wool-and.
rayons!
Quality Straw Hats 98c
Beribboned, Beflowered,
Pat. Leath. Pumps 1.98
Fitted Spring Coats 4.98
Wool Flannel Skirts 1.49
Dress-11p Blouses
49e
Toddlem' Dresses
98c
-tbk
‘

Here is the announcement you ha
leeks we have been
working to give
rad
rnerchandkie which you have bee.
Accomplished our aim, and want to invi
lI FildbY,
April 4.

Our store has
been completely re
and
convenient, and the entire s
mid Pleasant.

Slip
We are
celebrating our Grand OPoe
hisiorY in new low prices and m
cement circular will be mailed T
are bargains
galore advertised on
taatlY things you
need.

98c
Rayon crepe
or satin.
Trimmed or
tailored types

2.98

Apple VII\
1111111111 X
TI TIE
111(111111 "'
fAUlty
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Jackets

Friday,

ges, for
NinY
styles!

FOR GIRLS

She'll look her prettiest for
Easter in a charming rayon
frock! Prints or plain colors! Sizes 3 to 14.
Big Values!

Grand

Handbag
98c
Brand new
top handle &
underarm
bags.
Betty Co-ed liai,
Smart Shoes
Suit Blouses
Lady-Lyke
Rayon Undera
Girls' Wool Swcate

*4'
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he in and get
acquainted! See o
conveniences
... see for you .
I% big returns in
economy.
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